TRASHED: No Place For Waste

REFUSE, REUSE, RECYCLE

Trashed - No Place For Waste with the participation of Jeremy Irons, looks at the risks to the food chain and the environment through pollution of our air, land and sea by waste. The film reveals surprising truths about very immediate and potent dangers to our health. It is a global conversation from Iceland to Indonesia between the film star Jeremy Irons and scientists, politicians and ordinary individuals whose health and livelihoods have been fundamentally affected by waste pollution. Visually and emotionally the film is both horrific and beautiful: an interplay of human interest and political wake-up call. But it ends on a message of hope: showing how the risks to our survival can be averted through sustainable approaches that provide far more employment than the current 'waste industry'.

(2012, Candida Brady; Blenheim Films, 97 min, www.trashedfilm.com)
Join us following the film for a facilitated community discussion.

Friday Night at the Meaningful Movies
Fri, November 29, 7:00PM
Keystone Congregational Church
5019 Keystone Place N., Seattle
1/2 Block N of NE 50th; 1 block E of Meridian.
Metro Bus 16, 26 & 44
www.meaningfulmovies.org
Do You Like Documentary Films? ...So Do We!

MEANINGFUL MOVIES!

FRI. NOV 29, 7:00 - 9:30 PM :
“TRASHED”
THIS IS THE STORY OF GARBAGE - AMERICAN STYLE

A provocative investigation of one of the fastest growing industries in North America: The garbage business. While every American creates almost 5 pounds of it every day, who is affected most? And who wants America to make more? (98 min, Candida Brady, 2012).

FRI. DEC 6, 7:00 - 9:30 PM :
“MANZANAR FISHING CLUB”
THE UNTOLD HISTORY OF THE LARGEST MASS DETENTION IN U.S. HISTORY

The MANZANAR FISHING CLUB is the uplifting tale of those who sought and found moments of freedom by escaping the California Camp, where 10,000 Japanese Americans were held, to fish the surrounding waters of the famed Eastern Sierra. (74 min, Cory Shiozaki, 2012).

FRI. DEC 13, 7:00 - 9:30 PM :
“THE LAST OCEAN ”
THE BATTLE FOR ANTARCTICA’S SOUL

With stunning footage of Antarctica’s unique landscapes and wildlife, THE LAST OCEAN profiles both the scientific and the political international battle over commercial fishing in the Ross Sea, the last pristine ocean ecosystem on earth. (87 min, Peter Young, 2012).

FRI. DEC 20, 7:00 - 9:30 PM :
“FEEDING FRENZY ”
THE FOOD INDUSTRY, MARKETING & THE CREATION OF A HEALTH CRISIS

Who’s REALLY selecting your holiday meals? An engrossing look at the multibillion-dollar marketing machine charged with making sure that the market is flooded with cheap, addictive, high calorie food, and that every one of those calories is consumed. (60 min, Kate Geis, 2013).

All Films at Keystone United Church of Christ
5019 KEYSTONE PLACE N., SEATTLE – IN WALLINGFORD
(0.4 miles west of the N.E.50th St. Exit of I-5)

FREE and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC, ...donations kindly accepted.

www.meaningfulmovies.org